
SunBurn 2022 Perihelion Inversion
June 30- July 4th 2022

SunBurn 2022 theme

SunBurn’s 2022 theme 'Perihelion Inversion' is a reflection of the upside down and topsy-turvey
life of the Pandemic Years.  On July 4th Earth reached Aphelion, its furthest distance from the
Sun.  This distance was representative of the human distance we all experienced during the
pandemic.  Our community gatherings, our connections with loved ones and family all suffered
during this isolation.  SunBurn 2022 became our declaration of intent to inspire change through
inverting the normal, to draw closer to the Sun and to recapture our relationship to those parts of
life we had missed so badly.  We said 'no' to Aphelion and celebrated Perihelion Inversion.



About Sunburn
The year of 2022 is the 5th year of New Mexico's Regional Burning Man event called SunBurn.
We did not hold the event during 2020 and 2021 due to the Covid pandemic.   SunBurns origin
stretches back to Enchantment Burn, which was held in 2014 & 2015 at Witch Wells, Arizona.
In 2016 the event was moved to the Jemez Mountains outside of Cuba and rebranded as
SunBurn.  In 2018 the Jemez Mountains forest fires closed the forest and Craig Eaves
graciously offered his movie set as an alternative site.  Our amazing SunBurn team retooled the
event for its new location.  Since 2018 we have held this event at the Eaves Movie Ranch in
Santa Fe New Mexico.  This site is an old western movie set that was originally built in the
1960s.  Many buildings are still standing and the site has the air of an old western town.
SunBurn is a cultural event and movement that is centered on the 10 principles of Burning Man.
2022 is now the 3rd year SunBurn was held at the movie ranch.

For several days SunBurn becomes a little village.  Our participants’ create theme camps, host
events, conduct workshops, construct art, perform talents, solve problems and watch after each
other.  We foster a gifting
culture with no vending and no
commercial sponsorship. We
welcome anyone who wants to
join, and everyone who
attended SunBurn worked a
job to help produce SunBurn.
We encourage over the top
and outrageous artistry which
is compelling and inclusive (as
well as meaningful and
insightful) and provide art
grants to enable artists to bring
their art or performance to the
event.  The attraction of
SunBurn is the participants
and this year really felt like a
little artist town.

SunBurn is more than just a New Mexico event.  We enjoyed the company of our Texas,
Colorado and Arizona neighboring burners who traveled to attend SunBurn.  Several Colorado
theme camps joined our village this year and the ensuing hilarity, comradery and company was
a delight for everyone bringing new friends, new art, new vibes and talent to the event.
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ORGANIZING COMMUNITY/herding cats
Governance/Departmental Structure
SunBurn 2022 is governed by a 6-member Board of Directors. The Board of Directors represent
the legal entity NMSPF90 LLC and oversee the budget, contracts, and flow of monies from
ticket sales and expenses.  This entity gained 4 fantastic members this year.  Francesca, Luca
Seysha, and Not-a-spider.

The board of directors
● Blaze (Regional Contact)
● Sweeney (Regional Contact)
● NotaSpider
● Francesca
● Luca
● Seysha

SunBurn Event Coordinator team-
• Seysha and Cattalac

Council of Leads:
• Gate/Greeters: Daftne, Borrowed
Pineapples
• Parking: Godzilla, Darian
• Volunteers: Francesca, Party Radar
Bunny
• Finance: NotaSpider
• Placement: Handful, Napkin Math
• Art Department: Blaze, Inspector
• DPW: Pepito and Lobo
• Sound: Brain
• Communications/Website: Scout
• Rangers: Gennitek
• Safety: Sweeney, Gennitek, Luca
• Medical: Trick Mouth-Hole
• LNT: Butt Stuff, Tetris and Lucas
• Sanctuary: Nope
• Scheduling: Calamity

What a fantastic team!
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Volunteering at SunBurn
SunBurn is completely volunteer run as are most regional Burning Man events. A council

of lead volunteers is in charge of specific departmental duties, including deciding the
organizational structure of and the logistical planning for their departments. Each department
lead is tasked with communicating with the Event Coordinator(s) so that there is uniformity
across departments. The ECs are tasked with keeping the Council of Leads on track of the
proposed timeline and have a ‘big picture’ view of how all the departments are working and how
they all come together to create the Event. The SunBurn BOD provides control of finances,
oversight, guidance, and mentorship and in the case where a BOD member is also a
department lead, more hands-on planning and execution of tasks.

Participation:
After a two year hiatus from organizing SunBurn, the BOD decided we should keep
2022’s event nearly the same size as 2019’s.

The Data

1. 358 ADULT TICKETS

2. 19 MINORS

3. 219 PARKING PASSES (camping and parking lot)

4. 20 Theme camps registered

5. 14 Art installations were registered and placed

DEPARTMENT REPORTS

The Land & Leave No Trace
This year we held Sunburn at the Eaves Movie Ranch for the 3rd time.  In April Sunburn leads
conducted a walk-through of the site.  This visit identified work which needed to be
accomplished to improve the site before the event.  Uneven floors, dusty buildings, unsteady
handrails were among the proposed improvements.  We also wanted to address the power
junction box behind the SpeakEasy. It has been exposed to weather for years and due to roof
deterioration was in a water pathway when it rained.  Thomas (land caretaker) met with the
team and hosted a site survey.  The Sunburn team identified the following improvements
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needed prior to sunburn.  A roof or shelter needed to be built over the power distribution box
behind the SpeakEasy.  The handrail leading into the Trappers lodge needed to be stabilized.
An exposed power cable behind the Saloon needed to be buried.  The speakeasy floor was
uneven and needed floorboards nailed back down.  The speakeasy roof leaks, but the work
scope was determined to be too broad for our
resources.  The Chapel roof and window had
suffered wind damage and we offered to repair
the roof (with material expenses funded by the
property owner) and rebuild the window frame
which had blown out.
Our crew arrived on the site on Saturday May
22 to implement these improvements and
repairs.  The handrail at Trapper lodge was
rebuilt and stabilized.  The Chapel's roof had
roof material added and the window frame was
repaired.  The power cable behind the Saloon
was buried..  Our teams built a shed room over
the power junction box behind the speakeasy, and the speakeasy floor boards were renailed
and surfaced in areas where it was needed.
Craig and Thomas expressed appreciation for the work effort put into the repair and
improvement of the property.
The weather during Sunburn introduced additional challenges for the land.  The ground is
slippery clay when it gets wet and we saw rain two out of 4 days of the event.  The site is a
movie set and there was concern about how the ground would be affected by event traffic during
rainy weather.  Fortunately most of the rain occurred during the event, not during ingress or
egress so tire track impact on the land in the end was minimal.  Our event participants were
excellent LNT'ers and the LNT team that stayed after the event to work on site restoration was
mostly occupied picking up straw which had been used to mitigate high traffic muddy areas.
Most of the straw was collected and the land owner stated that what was left was appropriate for
the setting of a western movie set.
Members of our Event Coordinators team were the last to leave the property.  The properties
caretaker certified that the land impact was minimal and the improvements we garnered the
property were much appreciated.

Volunteers
The Sunburn Volunteer Database was utilized again this year for volunteer organization (thank
you Rachel from Apogaea).  The organizers intent was to tie every ticket to volunteer hours.
This effort was put forth to stem the gaps in shift coverage we had seen in previous events.
This tactic worked phenomenally, and in many cases we had more volunteers on the project
than were needed.
We started the event confident that all critical shift requirements were covered.  Our information
collection on who actually worked shifts ended up being incomplete due to several factors, the
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most significant being the number of people who dropped out of the event last minute due to
COVID, and those who were replaced by people who managed to obtain last minute tickets.
Our information reporting strategy for volunteer hours worked will be improved next year, and
WAY TO STEP UP COMMUNITY!!!

Information Booth
The Information Booth was designed to be a central hub of information for attendees and
volunteers. Access to event schedules, maps, volunteer schedules, volunteer instructions and

more were available during the day
(a scaled-down laminated version of
the info chart was available 24/7).
The Information Booth was also
where most departments had their
volunteers sign in, and where
departments could get their list of
daily volunteers. While some
improvements could be made the
booth operated as designed with a
consistent flow of volunteers and
attendees coming through for
information or to sign in for their
shifts. The most successful part of
the info booth however seemed to
be the allocation of volunteers

signed up for floater shifts, or for walkup volunteers. The Information Booth had access to a
radio and was able to check in with departments to determine volunteer needs and to allocate
volunteers accordingly. In fact, this was SO successful that it is likely that more floater shifts will
be added in the future to ensure adequate coverage even in the event that other volunteers are
unable to make their shifts (as was the case this year, with many COVID cancellations).

Medical - Rangers
The ranger and medical reports for the event indicate that aside from a few minor first aid
instances, there was not a need or call for medical or emergency services.  Special thanks to
the Ranger and Medical volunteer teams!
Gennitek led the creation of our Rangers department.  For those who have been involved with
previous events, the lack of a local rangers department has been a spot in need of attention.
This year Gennitek led the creation, planning and training of the Rangers team.  We did not get
the chance to fully execute our Rangers plan this year due to last min leadership changes
resulting from Covid. We are entirely grateful to Sauerkraut and Inkwell, Rangers from our
neighboring regionals, for stepping in at the last minute and covering ranger shifts.  We love
them so much.
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Placement
Handful and NapkinMath on the
placement team brought together all of
the dynamics of theme camp location,
venue location, art placement and site
layout, orientation, and mapping.   All
of the sunburn teams contributed to
help accomplish Placement’s goal of
creating a vibrant downtown
environment by clustering the art close
together, by making good use of the
porches, and bringing more events
downtown. Chicken Fighting, Clouded
Perception and Smash Lab were all
instrumental in making this happen.
Collectively, everyone created a very
special town feeling.
Nearby camps and art installations
along paths out of town made for many
magical moments. We were so grateful
for the way our community shared
event and music spaces. Extra special
shout out to VICE for how amazingly
adaptive their Silent Disco event was
to allow outdoor dancing while
complying with our sound policy.  The
10PM cutoff on outdoor amplified
sound and proximity to neighbors,
coupled with limited indoor spaces
conducive to music continues to be a
challenge for the Placement Team.
This was the largest event NMSPF90 has held at Eaves’ Movie Ranch. The larger population
presented larger challenges finding space to fit everyone within the established footprint our
event uses.

Center Camp
Cattalac and Godzilla led Center Camp this year with their giant art installation Clouded
Perception in the center of the town, their shaded and colorful structure hosted events through
out SunBurn.  Specialty coffee drink and a costume exchange were among the participant run
events under Clouded Perception.
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Art Department Report: Art Grants & Recipients
Blaze and Inspector led the Art Department’s art grant campaign this year. Because the
pandemic had canceled SunBurn for two consecutive years, Grant funds were short this year.
The SunBurn Art Department helped produce several fundraisers to generate funds for grants
including Ostara and a brewery garage sale.
$4108 was distributed in 8 art grants to
community members who brought art
installations.
Installations which received art grants
(and their artist/team):

● Conservation Carnivale & Nature
Medicine Show (Apocol-optimist)

● Light Pagodas (jmcjedi)
● Frick Frack Blackjack (Scratch)
● Mushroom Village (Kevin & Felicia)
● Hex Machina (Luca)
● Liminal Temple (Sauerkraut)
● The Edifier (AnDrew)
● Last Year (Blaze & Art Department)

Community Art
The Art Department coordinated two contrasting community oriented projects. Last Year and the
Durango Smash.
“Last Year” is a walk through photo collage of New Mexico Burners 10 year retrospective.
Starting with the 2012 Burning Man C.O.R.E project “Kokopelli Rising” (a true community spark)
through to SunBurn 2022, this community has grown strong and resilient and has had a lot of
tangents along the way! Last Year will continue to show up at our events and evolve as the
community adds photos, art, words, and their own personal timelines.

In lieu of not having the destructive mark of a burning
effigy, ART/SmashLab stowed a broken SUV in a barn
and brought it into the center of town on burn night.
Provided with paint, markers, stencils, tools, and raw
emotion, SunBurners tagged it with anger and
sadness.Then we smashed it! A lot of raw emotion came
out as Burners hit it with sledge hammers, and bats.
With the pandemic, lost friends, lost time together, Roe
v. Wade overturned, and current politics on the minds of
participants, the Durango took it all. It was wrapped up
and hauled away the next day but the moment
definitely left its mark on the community.
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Fire Safety/Effigy Burn
Luca and Pepito led the propane fire art
certification process with county officials.
At the time SunBurn was being planned
New Mexico was experiencing wild forest
fires.  The county in which SunBurn was
held issued a Stage 3 fire restriction in the
months prior to the event. Fortunately this
restriction was lifted by the time of the
event, but this action created a cultural shift
in our community to look for safer means of
displaying fire art.
Luca and Pepito contacted and coordinated
with the Sante Fe County Fire Department
for safety specifications and for fire art
inspection and certification.  These
inspections were successful, and Hex
Machina (photographed here), Shane’s
Biodiversity Sphere, as well as Bat
Country’s Fire Bar were all approved for the
event.

Sanctuary
This year Sunburn 2022 managed to host Sanctuary hours that significantly exceeded 2019.
Staffed with verified and experienced individuals all possessing training and experience in
mental health crisis management, our hours included full coverage all night on burn night and
coverage during other significant times. Our Sanctuary Tea House provided an optimal space
for attendees who just needed a quiet safe space, or who genuinely needed assistance from our
Sanctuary volunteers. We are very proud of our ability to offer this service this year and hope to
be able to continue to grow our Sanctuary department in future years.

Sound
●4am-10am: Quiet time, no amplified sound or loud generators
●10am-10pm: 80dBA at 20′ outdoors (measured from source of sound)
●10pm-4am: 65dBA at 20′ indoors only (measured 20′ from outside of structures)

The sound department and policy for this year’s event was extremely successful. This year we
nominated some of our major sound camps and DJs as sound lead and asked them to help
keep the community within regulations. While this had the potential to backfire on us, it actually
created a culture of accountability among our DJs and Sound Camps. Camps remained within
sound limits and most importantly amplified sound shut off promptly at 4am when sound leads,
several of whom were DJing at the time, took accountability for maintaining regulations.
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND FIRSTS IN 2022

Every year we are working to improve our collective and organizational structure.   This year we
added Sanctuary & an official Ranger Department.

1. Sanctuary was an absolute success! This need obviously resonated with the
community as there was good response and contribution for the department.
Nope led the creation, planning and execution of Sanctuary, oversaw fully staffed
shifts and space tear down at end of event.

2. Gennitek led the creation and training of our Rangers department! We’ve been
borrowing rangers from neighboring events for years!  We are so grateful for their
help bringing us up to speed.  This department will grow now that seeds have
been planted.

3. We also welcome new board members Francesca, Luca, Seysha & NotaSpider
to the Sunburn LLC board of directors.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Breakdowns Actuals Notes

Gross Revenue:

Ticket Revenue (include
breakdown)

10 Child Tickets @ $10 $128.64

6 Teenager Tickets @ 35 $210.00

9 Scholarship Tickets @ $35 $315.00

32 DGS Cat 1 Tickets @ 100 $3,200.00

54 DGS Cat 2 Tickets @ 120.00 $6,480.00

76 Tier 1 Tickets @ 120.00 $9,120.00

88 Tier 2 Tickets @ 130.00 $11,440.00

42 Tier 3 Tickets @ 135.00 $5,670.00

46 Tier 4 Tickets @ 200.00 $9,200.00

95 Lot Parking Passes @ 15 $1,425.00

88 Small Vehicle Camping Passes
@ 30 $2,640.00

29 Large Vehicle Camping Passes
@ 50 $1,450.00

Gross Ticket Revenue $51,278.64

Itemized Misc Revenue:

Donations $1,735.00

Ostara Event Fundraiser $3,765.00 Entry ticket and game tickets for art fundraiser

Total Gross Revenue $56,778.64 combine gross ticket revenue with any misc revenue

Expenses:

Venue Rental $ 2,450.00

Insurance $ 3,217.57

Art Grants $4,108.00

Equipment Rental $ 3,939.50 Golf carts, heavy equipment

Infrastructure Rental $8,285.46 Radios, Porta potties, tents, stages

Medical/Paramedics $250.00 AED rental, medical supplies

Rangers $640.26
Ranger Training, Ranger T shirts, Propane Sniffers,
Lockboxes, msc supplies
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DPW $2,400.00 Ice delivery, land work

Gate/Greeters $818.26 Shade structure, supplies, wristbands

LNT $66.28 Supplies: buckets, grabbers

Parking $585.31 Shade structure, markers, rope, supplies

Sanctuary $58.48 Water, wipes, supplies

Volunteer Support $1,581.59
Meals, snacks, water, printed schedules and
documentation, swag

Sales Tax $5,205.76

License/Permits $150.00

Ticket Processing Fees $2,112.58
Credit Card/Paypal Fees, Ticket Vendor Fees, Ticket
Processing Equipment

Administrative $50.00 Organization update, filing fees

Total Expenses $35,919.05

Net Proceeds $20,859.59

CONCLUSION
A big thank-you to everyone that made this SunBurn extremely special and to all of the new
folks stepping up to lead. Creating, sharing, and being together was long overdue.  Let’s do it
again!

Credits:
Report produced by NMSPF90, LLC and Team Leads.

All photos by Blaze.  SunBurn flier by HPDubcraft
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